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Abstract—Aggregating features in terms of different convolutional blocks or contextual embeddings has been proven to be an effective
way to strengthen feature representations for semantic segmentation. However, most of current popular network architectures tend to
ignore the misalignment issues during the feature aggregation process caused by 1) step-by-step downsampling operations, and 2)
indiscriminate contextual information fusion. In this paper, we explore the principles in addressing such feature misalignment issues
and inventively propose Feature-Aligned Segmentation Networks (AlignSeg). AlignSeg consists of two primary modules, i.e., the
Aligned Feature Aggregation (AlignFA) module and the Aligned Context Modeling (AlignCM) module. First, AlignFA adopts a simple
learnable interpolation strategy to learn transformation offsets of pixels, which can effectively relieve the feature misalignment issue
caused by multiresolution feature aggregation. Second, with the contextual embeddings in hand, AlignCM enables each pixel to choose
private custom contextual information in an adaptive manner, making the contextual embeddings aligned better to provide appropriate
guidance. We validate the effectiveness of our AlignSeg network with extensive experiments on Cityscapes and ADE20K, achieving
new state-of-the-art mIoU scores of 82.6% and 45.95%, respectively. Our source code will be made available.
Index Terms—Semantic Segmentation, Feature Alignment, Context Alignment
F
1 INTRODUCTION
A S one of the most fundamental tasks in computervision, semantic segmentation provides significant
impacts on various real-world applications, such as au-
tonomous driving [1], augmented reality [2], and image
editing [3]. Recently, the development in deep learning [4]
brings great leap-forwards to semantic segmentation with
the fully convolutional architectures [5], [6], [7], [8].
We first review two common knowledge in semantic
segmentation: 1) Deep features in different convolutional
blocks are equipped with different characteristics, i.e., early
features have rich spatial information yet lack semantic
information due to their small receptive fields, and vice
versa; 2) global context can provide useful information to
alleviate unexpected confusion in predicting challenging re-
gions. These two principles have been extensively explored
to construct segmentation networks by either aggregating
features across different convolutional blocks [9], [10], [11]
or introducing informative contextual features [5], [12], [13].
These explorations have made impressive contributions to
semantic segmentation, however, one significant issue, i.e.,
feature misalignment, always fails to be considered.
We observe that feature misalignment issue mainly
comes from two aspects: the step-by-step downsampling
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Ground Truth Offset Field
Fig. 1. Visualizations of the learned 2D transformation offsets for feature
alignment. Features of the regions with red/blue color inside the red/blue
rectangles are aligned with features of their above/below regions.
operations in almost all Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) and the indiscriminate treatment in contextual in-
formation fusion. To be specific, the downsampling op-
erations will result in spatial misalignment issues when
aggregating the late upsampled features with the early high-
resolution ones as adopted by [9], [10]. Besides, the common
practice for introducing contextual information is to aggre-
gate homogeneous contextual embeddings for all the pixels
without considering their inherent difference, leading the
unexpected misclassification caused by the falsely aligned
contextual features.
Accordingly, we propose Feature-Aligned Segmentation
Networks (AlignSeg). AlignSeg contains two primary mod-
ules: Aligned Feature Aggregation (AlignFA) and Aligned
Context Modeling (AlignCM). AlignFA is used to precisely
align both high-resolution and low-resolution feature maps
for low-level and high-level information aggregation, i.e.,
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2multi-resolution feature aggregation. AlignCM performs
adaptive, selective, and rich context pooling, which is in
need of dense prediction tasks, e.g., semantic segmentation.
Specifically, to deal with misalignment caused by
the downsampling operations, AlignFA is proposed for
more precise multi-resolution feature aggregation. Here we
choose the bottom-up feature aggregation architecture for
its effectiveness [10], [14]. On one hand, we employ two
convolutional kernels to learn 2D transformation offsets for
low-resolution features. Instead of the regular grid sam-
pling of the bilateral interpolation in most current state-
of-the-arts [6], [11], [15], these 2D transformation offsets
will help to guide the feature alignment. Accordingly, the
aligned features and the original high-resolution features are
spatially aligned. Despite being a seemingly minor change,
our learnable alignment approach provides more accurate
predictions, especially for boundary regions. As shown in
Fig. 1, our approach learns to align the features in boundary
regions with the features in the object regions, which helps
to make correct predictions for these boundary regions. On
the other hand, we also learn 2D transformation offsets for
high-resolution features. Because the high-resolution low-
level feature may contain excessive details in textures or
shape within the objects which could make it difficult for
feature aggregation. These 2D transformation offsets will
help to reduce excessive details within objects.
To collect rich contextual information, AlignCM utilizes
a pooling based method to increase the ability to collect
contextual information. But the pooling based methods,
e.g., PSPNet [12], aggregate homogeneous contextual infor-
mation for all image pixels in a non-adaptive manner. To
adaptively select the context for each pixel, we integrate a
learnable alignment approach with pooling based context
modeling methods. First of all, the local feature is fed into
the pooling layer to generate the context feature with the
spatial size of K × K . We also employ two convolutional
kernels to learn 2D transformation offsets over the context
feature and the local feature. These 2D transformation off-
sets will help to guide the context feature to adjust spatial
position in line with the local feature. Accordingly, the
aligned feature and the local feature are context aligned. Fi-
nally, the local feature and aligned feature are concatenated
as the final output feature.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach,
we conduct elaborate experiments on the challenging
Cityscapes [16] and ADE20K [17] datasets. Our approach
obtains competitive accuracies on these datasets, e.g., 82.6%
and 45.95% mIoU scores on Cityscapes test set and ADE20K
validation set, respectively. To summarize, our contributions
include
• We propose a Aligned Feature Aggregation module
which uses a learnable alignment approach to align
multi-resolution features during aggregation, which
addresses the feature misalignment issue effectively.
• We introduce a Aligned Context Modeling module
which enables each pixel to choose private custom
contextual information.
• Our approach obtains 82.6% and 45.95% mIoU scores
on Cityscapes test set and ADE20K validation set
respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first re-
view related work in Section 2 and describe the architecture
of our network in Section 3. In Section 4, ablation studies
are given and experimental results are analyzed. Section 5
presents our conclusion and future work.
2 RELATED WORK
Semantic segmentation. Semantic segmentation has at-
tracted great interests in recent years [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [12],
[15], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. It is important to learn fea-
tures that capture both rich spatial and semantic information
for semantic segmentation. Recent progresses mainly follow
two strategies for this problem, i.e., feature aggregation [6],
[15], [18], [20], [21] and context modeling [5], [8], [9].
Feature Aggregation. In feature aggregation, features from
different network stages are aggregated to capture both
rich spatial and semantic information. The most common
used feature aggregation architecture is the encoder-decoder
architecture which performs top-down aggregation. i.e.,
SegNet [18], U-Net [20], RefineNet [15], ACNet [24] and
DeepLabv3+ [6]. Another common used feature aggregation
architecture is the bottom-up architecture, i.e., FRRN [20],
DLA [10] and SeENet [14]. The feature aggregation based
approaches aggregate multiresolution features from differ-
ent convolutional blocks, which may have a potential issue,
i.e., feature misalignment.
Feature Alignment. To solve the misalignment between
network inputs and outputs caused by RoIPool [25], He et
al. [26] proposes a RoIAlign approach to align output
proposal features with input proposals. SegNet [18] used
pooling indices computed in the max-pooling step of the
corresponding encoder to perform non-linear upsampling.
Lu [27] proposed the IndexNet to learn indices for guiding
the pooling and upsampling operators. To enhance the
ability of spatial invariance in CNN, Jaderberg et al. [28]
introduce a new learnable module to explicitly allow the
spatial manipulation of data or feature. GUM [29] proposed
a guided upsampling module to learn 2D transformation
offsets for each position. Our approach shares a similar
aspect with the three approaches [28], [29], [30] in that we
also learn 2D transformation offsets. But unlike these three
approaches, our goal is to align multiresolution features
from different convolutional blocks for better aggregation,
and thus our approach requires to take features from dif-
ferent blocks as inputs rather than from a single block
in [28]. Besides, we design the Aligned Feature Aggregation
module which aligns low resolution and high resolution
features simultaneously.
Context Modeling. For context modeling, the ASPP module
was proposed in DeepLab [5] by adopting parallel con-
volutional layers with different dilation, PSPNet [12] was
proposed to perform spatial pooling at several grid scales
for context modeling. However, these methods utilize ho-
mogeneous contextual information for all image regions in a
non-adaptive manner. Thus, some works [13], [31], [32], [33]
adopt an attention mechanism to model the contextual in-
formation in a flexible and adaptive manner. Different from
these attention based methods, we propose a new context
modeling method that integrates the learnable alignment
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(a) Residual Convolutional Block (RCB)
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(b) Aligned Feature Aggregation (AlignFA) (c) Aligned Context Modeling (AlignCM)
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Fig. 2. The architecture of our bottom-up aggregation with the Aligned Feature Aggregation module and Aligned Context Modeling module. There
are two bottom-up pathways in the architecture, and the feature alignment aggregation is used to aggregate features from the two pathways. For
simplification, we omit the convolutional blocks in the top pathway.
function into a pooling based method to select contextual
information for each position in an adaptive manner.
3 APPROACH
The overall network architecture with the feature alignment
approach and context alignment approach is shown in
Fig. 2. As we can see, our network is a fully convolutional
network [7] which uses a bottom-up aggregation architec-
ture, see Section 3.1, where the aggregation is performed
by an Aligned Feature Aggregation module, see Section 3.2.
To enhance the local features with contextual information
in an adaptive manner, we propose the Aligned Context
Modeling module, see Section 3.3. Without loss of generality,
we choose ResNets [34] as our backbone and other CNNs
can also be chosen as the backbone in our approach.
3.1 Network Architecture
As shown in Fig. 2, taking an image I ∈ R3×H×W as input,
where 3, H,W indicate the RGB channels, height, width of
I respectively, our bottom-up architecture first passes the
image through some convolutional blocks1 to generate con-
volutional features X. Here we choose the outputs from the
last layer of the res2 block as X, and thus X ∈ R256×H4 ×W4 .
Then X are branched into two bottom-up pathways which
produce a series of features {F1, ...,FT } and {A1, ...,AT }
respectively, where T indicates the number of convolutional
blocks for each pathway. After that, the features FT ,AT
from the final convolutional blocks of the two pathways are
fused together to form the final features F. Finally, F is used
to predict the pixel-wise segmentation results.
The two pathways begin from the outputs from the last
layer of the res2 block instead of other blocks, because
this choice provides a good trade-off between much spatial
information and less computations/memories. It is obvi-
ous that we can choose outputs from earlier convolutional
blocks to maintain more spatial information, or choose
1. We say that the layers generating features of the same resolution
belong to the same convolutional block.
outputs from later convolutional blocks for less computa-
tions/memories. But the former one will result in more
computations/memories due to the high spatial resolution,
and the latter one will result in insufficient spatial informa-
tion for segmentation. The details of the two pathways are
described below.
The first bottom-up pathway is the same as the original
CNN architecture, see the top pathway in Fig. 2. More
precisely, the features from later convolutional blocks are
of reduced spatial resolutions and enriched semantic infor-
mation. For ResNets, there are three convolutional blocks
after the res2 block. To further gather rich contextual in-
formation, we add an Aligned Context Modeling mod-
ule as the fourth block and take the output of ResNets
as input. We choose outputs from the last layer of each
block as {F1,F2,F3 F4}, where F1 ∈ R512×H8 ×W8 ,F2 ∈
R1024×H16×W16 ,F3 ∈ R2048×H32×W32 ,F4 ∈ R2304×H32×W32 . Here
we suppose H,W can be divisible by 32 because we can pad
images to ensure that H,W are divisible by 32.
The second bottom-up pathway maintains spatial in-
formation in X, i.e., there is no downsampling operation
in the second pathway, see the bottom pathway in Fig. 2.
More specifically, the second bottom-up pathway produces
a series of features {A1,A2,A3,A4} whose resolution is
the same as the resolution of X. The number of chan-
nels of {A1,A2,A3,A4} is simply set to the same as
the number of channels of X. Apart from taking features
from At−1, features Ft from the first bottom-up pathway
are also incorporated to obtain At, t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, where
A0 = X. More specifically, following [10], [21], we first
pass At−1 and Ft through some layers to produce features
A˜t−1 ∈ R256×H4 ×W4 and F˜t ∈ R256× H2t+2× W2t+2 . Here we use
two Residual Convolution Blocks (RCB) to produce A˜t−1
and F˜t, see later for more details of RCB. Then an Aligned
Feature Aggregation module is used to aggregate features
A˜t−1 and F˜t, see Section 3.2. Therefore, semantic informa-
tion in the features from the second bottom-up pathway is
gradually enriched when t is increased. Finally, the feature
is passed through several convolutional layers to produce
the final segmentation map.
4Residual Convolutional Block. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), in
the residual convolutional block, a 1×1 convolutional layer
is first used to reduce channel dimensions to 256. Then two
3× 3 convolutional layers are used to enrich semantic infor-
mation and the residual connection [34] is used to alleviate
the gradient vanishing/exploding problem. Especially, the
first 3 × 3 convolutional layer reduces channel dimensions
to 64 to reduce computations.
3.2 Aligned Feature Aggregation
As stated in Section 3.1, features from the first and second
bottom-up pathways are aggregated by an aligned feature
aggregation function to enrich semantic information for the
second pathway. Here we will introduce the function in
detail.
The most straightforward approach for aggregation is
to follow the previous approaches [6], [7], [10], [11], [18],
[20], i.e., first upsampling F˜t by the standard regular grid
sampling based bilateral interpolation, and then concate-
nating or adding A˜t−1 and the upsampled F˜t together.
However, such an approach will result in spatial misalign-
ment between A˜t−1 and the upsampled F˜t, which harms
segmentation performance, especially for boundary regions.
In addition, the high-resolution low-level feature may con-
tain the excessive details in textures or shapes within the
objects which may make it difficult for feature aggregation.
To address these issues, we propose a learnable alignment
approach to align the both upsampled F˜t and A˜t−1.
Here we first upsample F˜t by the standard regular grid
sampling based bilateral interpolation, then concatenate it
with A˜t−1, after that pass the concatenated features through
an 1 × 1 convolutional layer (with BN and ReLU), and
finally use a 3 × 3 convolutional layer to predict the two
offset maps ∆F ∈ R2×H4 ×W4 and ∆A ∈ R2×H4 ×W4 for the
low-resolution feature F˜t and high-resolution feature A˜t−1,
respectively. see Fig. 2 (b),. We use both A˜t−1 and F˜t to
learn ∆, because ∆ is used to align F˜t with A˜t−1 and the
alignment cannot be accomplished by a single feature.
After obtaining offset maps, Our feature alignment ag-
gregation could be performed as follows,
At = U(upsample(F˜t),∆F ) + U(A˜t−1,∆A), (1)
where upsample denotes bilateral interpolation function,
U(·, ·) is the alignment function. Suppose the spatial co-
ordinates of each position on the feature map F to be
aligned are {(1, 1), (1, 2), ..., (H,W )} and the offset map is
∆ ∈ R2×H×W . The Uhw is the output of the alignment
function U(F,∆) and alignment function is defined as
follow:
Uhw =
H∑
h′=1
W∑
w′=1
Fh′w′ ·max(0, 1− |h + ∆1hw − h′|)
·max(0, 1− |w + ∆2hw − w′|),
(2)
which samples feature on position (h + ∆1hw, w + ∆2hw)
of F, using the bilinear interpolation kernel, where
∆1hw,∆2hw indicate the learned 2D transformation offsets
for position (h,w). Also notice that if we do not learn ∆
and simply set ∆1hw,∆2hw in Eq. (2) to 0, the alignment
function could not modify the input feature F and the U is
identical F.
3.3 Aligned Context Modeling
Contextual information can provide rich semantic guidance
for overall scene images, thus rectifying misclassification
and inconsistent parsing results. The pooling based meth-
ods [12], [35] are widely used and effective for aggregating
contextual information. However, the pooling based meth-
ods aggregate contextual information in a non-adaptive
manner and the homogeneous contextual information is
adopted by all image pixels. Then we can exploit it to
adaptively aggregate contextual information. To this end,
we propose an Aligned Context Modeling (AlignCM) mod-
ule which integrates a learnable alignment operator with a
pooling based approach.
See Fig. 2 (c), Given an input feature map F ∈ RC×H×W ,
we use an average pooling following a convolution layer
(with BN and ReLU) to generate a contextual feature
Fc ∈ RC×K×K , where K is the bin size of the contextual
feature. Meanwhile, we use a convolution layer followed by
a batch norm layer and an activation layer to generate a local
feature Fl ∈ RC×H×W , which has the same resolution as
F. The contextual feature Fc is upsampled by the standard
regular grid sampling based bilateral interpolation, then
concatenate it with the local feature Fl, after that pass the
concatenated features through a 1 × 1 convolutional layer
(with BN and ReLU), and finally use a 3 × 3 convolutional
layer to predict the two offsets ∆t ∈ R2×H×W for each
position. The offsets and the contextual feature are passed
into the alignment function U(·, ·) to align the contextual
feature for each position. The details of the alignment func-
tion U(·, ·) are introduced in Section 3.2. Finally, the aligned
contextual feature and the local feature are concatenated in
channel dimension as the output, as shown in the Eq. 3.
output = concat(Fl,U(Fc,∆t)). (3)
Both AlignFA and AlignCM use the learnable alignment
function, AlignFA is proposed to align features of different
stages, which has two inputs, a low-resolution high-level
feature and a high-resolution low-level feature. AlignCM
is proposed to augment feature by aggregating contextual
information in an adaptive manner, the learnable alignment
function is used to select the context obtained by the pooling
operator for each pixel.
4 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct elaborate experiments on the Cityscapes
dataset [16] and the ADE20K dataset [17]. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed approach obtains the
state-of-the-art performance on Cityscapes and ADE20K.
We finally report our results on COCO [36].
4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
Cityscapes is a dataset for urban segmentation. There are
5000 images with high-quality pixel-level annotations and
20000 images with coarse annotations in the dataset. Each
image is of 1024×2048 resolution. Each pixel belongs to one
of 19 classes. In our experiments, only the 5000 images with
high-quality pixel-level annotations are used, where 2975,
500, and 1525 images are chosen for training, validation,
and testing, respectively. The mean of per-class Intersection-
over-Union (mIoU) is used for evaluation.
5TABLE 1
Ablation study for the proposed modules on the Cityscapes val.
AlignCM AlignFA mIoU (%)
77.1√
79.4√
78.6√ √
80.5
ADE20K is a recent scene parsing dataset. Images in the
dataset are densely labeled as 150 stuff/object classes. The
dataset is divided into 20K, 2K, and 3K images for training,
validation, and testing, respectively. The mIoU is also used
for evaluation.
COCO is a very challenging dataset for instance segmen-
tation that contains 115k images over 80 categories for
training, 5k images for validation and 20k images for testing.
4.2 Implementation Details
Network Structure. Our approach utilizes ImageNet
pre-trained ResNet-101 [34] as the backbone. The last
fully-connected layer is removed and feature aggregation
is started from the output of the res2 block. The standard
BatchNorm [37] layer is replaced by the Synchronize
BatchNorm [38] to collect the mean and standard-deviation
of BatchNorm across multiple GPUs during training.
Training Settings. Following the prior work [5], we employ
a poly learning rate policy where the initial learning rate is
multiplied by 1 − ( itermax iter )power with power = 0.9. The
initial learning rate is set to 1e-2 for Cityscapes and 2e-
2 for ADE20K. The mini-batch size is set to 16 and 32
for Cityscapes and ADE20K respectively during stochastic
gradient descent training. We use the momentum of 0.9
and a weight decay of 0.0001. There are some differences
in data augmentation for Cityscapes and ADE20K. The
training images are augmented by first randomly scaling
and then randomly cropping out the fixed size patches from
the resulting images. In addition, we also apply random
horizontally flipping for data augmentation.
4.3 Experiments on Cityscapes
4.3.1 Ablation Study
We first conduct ablation experiments to discuss the influ-
ence of different components, including the AlignFA and
AlignCM. We then discuss the speed, memory, and accuracy
of different approaches. We also provide the results by
adding standard bells and whistles in our approach. With-
out loss of generality, all results are obtained by training on
the training set and evaluate on the validation (val) set.
As shown in Table 1, we use the bottom-up architecture
with ResNet-101 as our baseline, which achieves 77.1%
mIoU on Cityscapes val set. And adding the Aligned Con-
text Modeling module, donates as “Baseline+AlignCM”,
brings 2.3% mIoU improvements. Adding Aligned Feature
Aggregation module and Aligned Context Modeling mod-
ule, donates as “Baseline+AlignCM+AlignFA” could further
bring 1.1% mIoU gain. The improvements have proven the
effectiveness of the proposed modules.
Aligned Feature Aggregation. We further study the influ-
ence of our Aligned Feature Aggregation module. Results
TABLE 2
Results for different feature aggregation methods on the Cityscapes val.
Aggregation Methods RGS Deconv AlignFA
mIOU (%) 79.4 79.7 80.5
TABLE 3
Results for different align directions of AlignFA on the Cityscapes val.
low align−−−→ high high align−−−→ low mIOU (%)
79.4√
79.7√ √
80.5
TABLE 4
Ablation study of w/ and w/o alignment for the context alignment
module on the Cityscapes val.
Bin Size 2 3 6
w/o Alignment 79.1 79.0 78.5
w/ Alignment 79.3 79.4 79.0
TABLE 5
Comparison of context modeling methods on the Cityscape val.
Modules Baseline +PSP [12] +ASPP [5] +RCCA [31] +AlignCM
mIoU(%) 77.1 79.0 79.1 79.5 79.4
from different feature aggregation approaches are shown
in Table 2, where RGS indicates using the standard regu-
lar grid sampling based interpolation before aggregation,
Deconv indicates using the Deconvolution [39] based inter-
polation before aggregation, and AlignFA indicates using
our Aligned Feature Aggregation module described in Sec-
tion 3.2. As we can see, our Aligned Feature Aggregation
module obtains much better performance than others. This
is because our approach learns interpolation functions to
align upsampled features and the original high-resolution
features, which provides a more accurate prediction for
object boundaries. Meanwhile, we study the influence of the
align directions. Here, we use “low
align−−−→ high” to denotes
aligning low-level feature with the guide of the high-level
feature. Aligning high-level feature with the guide of the
low-level feature is denoted as “high
align−−−→ low”. As shown
in Table 3, “low
align−−−→ high” improves the performance
by 0.3% mIoU and adding “high
align−−−→ low” could further
bring 0.8% mIoU gains.
Aligned Context Modeling. We also further study the in-
fluence of our Aligned Context Modeling module. Results
from Aligned Context Modeling with/without alignment
are shown in Table 4, where “w/o Alignment” using the
Aligned Context Modeling without the alignment function,
“w Alignment” using the Aligned Context Modeling mod-
ule to augment the feature representation. Following the
settings of PSPNet [12], we choose 2, 3, 6 as bin size of the
pooled feature map, respectively. The results demonstrate
that our method substantially outperforms the baseline in
all metrics. In addition, we also compare the proposed
AlignCM with other context modeling approaches. The re-
6TABLE 6
The influence of the DS, OHEM, and MS on the Cityscapes val.
DS OHEM MS mIoU (%)
80.5√
80.6√ √
81.5√ √ √
82.4
TABLE 7
Result comparison with state of the arts on the Cityscapes val.
Approach Backbone Multi-scale mIoU (%)
PSPNet [12] ResNet-101 No 78.5
DeepLabv3 [9] ResNet-101 Yes 79.3
DeepLabv3+ [6] Xception-65 No 79.1
DPC [19] † Xception-71 No 80.8
Gated-scnn [40] WiderResNet-38 No 80.8
AlignSeg (Ours) ResNet-101 No 81.5
AlignSeg (Ours) ResNet-101 Yes 82.4
† use extra COCO dataset for training.
sults are shown in Table 5. The baseline is bottom-up aggre-
gation architecture based on ResNet-101. RCCA [31] is an at-
tention based context modeling module, which achieves the
best performance. The proposed AlignCM achieves 79.4%
mIoU, which is comparable to RCCA [31] and outperforms
the PSP [12] and ASPP [5].
Adding Bells and Whistles. To further improve the per-
formance, we add some standard bells and whistles in our
approach, including Deep Supervision (DS), Online Hard
Example Mining (OHEM), and Multi-Scale (MS) testing.
With DS, we employ class-balanced cross-entropy loss on
both the final output and the intermediate feature map F3.
For MS, we apply multiple scales including 0.75x, 1x, 1.25x,
1.5x. 1.75x with left-right flipping to improve the perfor-
mance from 81.5% to 82.4% on the val set. All the related
results are reported in Table 6. As we can see, our approach
benefits a lot from these standard bells and whistles.
4.3.2 Compare with State of the Arts
We compare our AlignSeg with the previous approaches on
the Cityscapes validation set in Table 7. Actually, some of
these results should not be compared with our approach
directly because these approaches are trained on different
(even larger) training sets or use different backbones. So
we provide these results for reference. We can observe that
our approach outperforms the approaches using the same
ResNet-101 backbone and the same training set [9], [12],
and the approaches using stronger backbone (Xception-
65, Xception-71 and WiderResnet-38) and larger training
sets (COCO). Particularly, even without stronger backbones,
our approach still achieves better performance than other
approaches like DeepLabv3+ [6] and Gated-scnn [40], which
confirms the effectiveness of our proposed bottom-up aggre-
gation with the feature alignment method.
We further compare our approach with other state of the
arts on the Cityscapes test set in Table 8. It is obvious that
TABLE 8
Result comparison with state of the arts on the Cityscapes test.
Approach Backbone mIoU (%)
dilated convlution based approaches
DeepLab-v2 [5] † ResNet-101 70.4
ResNet-38 [41] † WiderResnet-38 78.4
PSPNet [12] † ResNet-101 78.4
AAF [42] † ResNet-101 79.1
DUC [43] ‡ ResNet-101 77.6
SAC [44] ‡ ResNet-101 78.1
PSANet [33] ‡ ResNet-101 80.1
DenseASPP [45] ‡ DenseNet-161 80.6
CCNet [31] ‡ ResNet-101 81.4
DANet [13] ‡ ResNet-101 81.5
encoder-decoder based approaches
RefineNet [15] ‡ ResNet-101 73.6
GCN [46] ‡ ResNet-101 76.9
BiSeNet [47] ‡ ResNet-101 78.9
DFN [21] ‡ ResNet-101 79.3
SPGNet [48] ‡ ResNet-101 81.1
ACNet [24] ‡ ResNet-101 82.4
bottom-up aggregation based approaches
FRRN [20] † FRRN-B 71.8
DLA [10] † DLA-169 75.9
SeENet [14] ‡ ResNet-101 81.2
AlignSeg (Ours) † ResNet-101 81.5
AlignSeg (Ours) ‡ ResNet-101 82.6
† only use the train-fine for training.
‡ use both the train-fine and val-fine for training.
our approach achieves better performance than all previous
approaches based on ResNet-101 or stronger backbones.
Our approach without using the val set for training ob-
tains even better performance than other approaches that
use the val set for training. Especially, the state-of-the-art
dilated convolution based method DenseASPP [45], which
even uses a stronger backbone DenseNet-161 [49], performs
worse than our approach. The state-of-the-art encoder-
decoder based method ACNet [24], which introduces an
adaptive way to fuse the global and local context, also
does not perform as well as our approach. In addition, our
approach obtains much better performance than previous
bottom-up aggregation based methods [10], [14], [20], due
to our designs including the Aligned Feature Aggregation
module and Aligned Context Modeling module.
4.4 Experiments on ADE20K
Here we show experiments on the large-scale ADE20K
dataset. Since the annotations for the testing set have not
been released, We only compare our approach with the
previous state of the arts on the ADE20K validation (val)
set in Table 9. As we can see, our approach outperforms all
previous ResNet-101 based approaches [12], [24], [33], [44],
[50], [51], [52] and even the ResNet-152 based approach [15].
In particular, our approach obtains 45.95% mIoU, which sur-
passes the previous best-performed approach ACNet [24].
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Result comparison with state of the arts on the ADE20K val.
Approach Backbone mIoU (%)
RefineNet [15] ResNet-152 40.70
UperNet [51] ResNet-101 42.66
PSPNet [12] ResNet-101 43.29
DSSPN [50] ResNet-101 43.68
PSANet [33] ResNet-101 43.77
SAC [44] ResNet-101 44.30
EncNet [52] ResNet-101 44.65
CCNet [31] ResNet-101 45.22
ACNet [24] ResNet-101 45.90
AlignSeg (Ours) ResNet-101 45.95
TABLE 10
Comparisons on COCO val.
Backbone box AP mask AP
R-101-FPN 39.4 35.9
R-101-FPN-AlignFA 40.0 37.2
4.5 Experiments on COCO
To further demonstrate the generalization ability of
AlignSeg, we conduct the instance segmentation task on
COCO [36] using the Mask R-CNN model [26] as the
baseline. We modify the Mask R-CNN backbone by adding
the AlignFA module in each feature aggregation, denoted as
“R-101-FPN-AlignFA”. We evaluate a standard baseline of
ResNet-101. All models are fine-tuned from ImageNet pre-
training. We report the results in terms of box AP and mask
AP in Tab. 10. The results demonstrate that our method
substantially outperforms the baseline in all metrics, par-
ticularly in mask AP.
4.6 Visualization
We present some visualization comparisons among the
bottom-up aggregation architecture (baseline), the bottom-
up aggregation architecture with AlignCM, and the bottom-
up aggregation architecture with AlignCM and AlignFA on
the Cityscapes validation (val) set in Fig. 3. As we can see,
our bottom-up aggregation architecture with AlignCM pro-
duces higher-quality segmentation results than the bottom-
up aggregation architecture and reduce unexpected misclas-
sification, i.e., the second row in Fig. 3, the wall inside the
yellow dashed circles, which is misclassified into building
by baseline model, is classified correctly with the help of
AlignCM. After adding the Aligned Feature Aggregation
module, our approach produces finer segmentation results
than the approaches without AlignFA, especially for the
boundary regions (the regions inside the yellow dashed
circles). We also randomly crop some patches from some
images in the Cityscapes val set, and show the segmentation
results w/o and w/ AlignFA in Fig. 4. These visualization
results further demonstrate that our AlignFA can provide
more accurate predictions for boundary regions.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we focus on the feature misalignment issue
in previous popular feature aggregation architectures for
semantic segmentation, thus we propose AlignSeg, which
has two primary components: Aligned Feature Aggrega-
tion (AlignFA) and Aligned Context Modeling (AlignCM).
AlignFA is used to precisely align both high-resolution
and low-resolution feature maps for multiresolution fea-
ture aggregation. AlignCM collects adaptive, selective, and
rich contextual information by integrating the learnable
alignment approach with pooling based methods. Experi-
mental results show that our approach obtains state-of-the-
art performance on two challenging semantic segmentation
datasets (82.6% and 45.95% mIoU scores on the Cityscapes
test set and ADE20K validation set respectively). We believe
that our approach should also be able to handle other pixel-
level prediction tasks such as edge or saliency detection,
which we would like to explore in the future.
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